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Abstract

The resurgence of interest in the effect of neighborhood contexts on health outcomes, motivated by advances in social

epidemiology, multilevel theories and sophisticated statistical models, too often fails to confront the enormous

methodological problems associated with causal inference. This paper employs the counterfactual causal framework to

illuminate fundamental obstacles in the identification, explanation, and usefulness of multilevel neighborhood effect

studies. We show that identifying useful independent neighborhood effect parameters, as currently conceptualized with

observational data, to be impossible. Along with the development of a dependency-based methodology and theories of

social interaction, randomized community trials are advocated as a superior research strategy, one that may help social

epidemiology answer the causal questions necessary for remediating disparities and otherwise improving the public’s

health.

r 2003 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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Introduction

A ‘‘neighborhood effect’’ is the independent causal

effect of a neighborhood (i.e., residential community) on

any number of health and/or social outcomes (Jenks &

Mayer, 1990; Mayer & Jenks, 1999). Of interest have

been (a) so-called contextual effects, which presumably

emerge from within-neighborhood social interactions,

and (b) so-called integral effects that emerge from toxic

dumps, parks, sidewalks, etc. (Ozonoff et al., 1987;

Geschwind et al., 1992; Susser & Susser, 1996; see Diez-

Roux, 1998), though one need not distinguish between

them.1
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a precise definition of a neighborhood effect,

o have been confused in most every empirical

Manski, 1995). But whereas social scientists

ntirely on context effects due solely to social

ial epidemiologists are equally interested in the

ly mediated integral variables (such as toxic

front matter r 2003 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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Epidemiologists have long recognized that people

residing in different areas have differing health outcomes

(cf. Macintyre, Maciver, & Sooman, 1993; McMichael,

1999; Catalono & Pickett, 2000; Lawson, 2001). Most

would agree that spatial variation in morbidity and

mortality is somehow associated with the clustering of

genetic predispositions, cultural norms, opportunity

structures, and/or environmental conditions. By defini-

tion, advantaged neighborhoods offer cleaner, safer, and

less stressful environments as compared to, say, ghetto

areas. It would be shocking to learn that such contexts

did not somehow impact health. The question is about

magnitude, mechanism, and mutability: How big are the

effects, how do they emerge, and how might such

information be exploited to improve the public’s health?
(footnote continued)

dumps) on health. We therefore include them into our working

definition of neighborhood effect, and thereby distinguish

ourselves from the primary objectives of social science. Results

are independent of this decision.
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2This paper makes the important distinction between

observational and experimental studies. The community trials

work by David Murray and others is not included here because

it is the sole focus of the later part of this paper. What is more,

we ignore the vast literature aiming to estimate the effect of

contexts on persons with aggregate (i.e., group-level) data.

Although differences between ecological (aggregate) regression

and individual-level regression has been of interest since

Quetelet (circa 1831) first posited the notion of a L’homme
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Social scientists have long suffered an interest in

neighborhood effects, which they view as a special case

of context effects—the raison d’etre of social science.

Most know Durkheim (1951 (1897)) aimed to show that

social forces (e.g., norms and values) external to the

individual influenced suicide and that Weber (1958

(1905)) aimed to show how religious ideology shaped

economic behavior. But many distinguished contempor-

ary social scientists—notably Merton (1949), Lazarsfeld

(Lazarsfeld & Menzel, 1961), Blau (Blau, 1960; Blau &

Duncan, 1967), Coleman (Coleman, 1958, 1990; Cole-

man et al., 1966), Sewell (Sewell, 1964; Sewell & Armer,

1966), Blalock (1984), Hauser (1970, 1974), Jenks and

Mayer (Jenks & Mayer, 1990; Mayer & Jenks, 1999),

Bandura (1986), Sampson (Sampson, 1991; Sampson,

Raudenbush, & Earls, 1997), Massey (Massey and

Denton, 1993; Massey, Gross, & Shibuya, 1994); Wilson

(1987), Manski (Manski, 1993b, a, 1995, 2000), Arrow

(1971, 1994), Akerlof (1970, 1976, 1980, 1997); Bowles

and Gintis (Bowles & Gintis, 1977, 2000; Gintis, 2000;

Bowles & Gintis, 2002), Shively (Shively, 1974, 1987;

Achen & Shively, 1995), and King (1997)—have ably

addressed related questions from an analytic/statistical

perspective.

Of special import are the similarities between the

epidemiologist’s neighborhood and the educational

scientist’s school for they lead us to methodological

work on ‘‘school effects’’ by Raudenbush and colleagues

(Raudenbush & Bryk, 1986; Raudenbush & Whillms,

1995; Raudenbush & Sampson, 1999a), among others

(e.g., Coleman et al., 1966; Aitkin & Longford, 1986;

Goldstein, 1995). The problem for educational science is

how to estimate the independent effect of good teachers

or school administrators on student achievement. The

analogous problem for social epidemiologists is to

estimate the independent effect of toxic dumps, locally

promulgated smoking policies, or inducible increases in

social networking, on a neighborhood’s health. Both

problems share two fundamental characteristics. First,

they are typically analyzed with non-experimental (i.e.,

observational) data. Second, people/students are nested

within neighborhoods/schools, which yields a hierarch-

ical data structure where measurements are taken on

both individuals and the groups in which they act. How

to address these problems is the central concern of this

paper.

From an epidemiological perspective, it is difficult to

understate the importance of studying contexts such as

neighborhoods (cf. Cassel, 1976; McMichael, 1999;

Susser, 1999; Berkman, Glass, Brissette, & Seeman,

2000; Krieger, 2001). Social forces, above and beyond

any individual, have been repeatedly shown to play an

important role in how we perceive, measure, and address

health and illness (cf. Parsons, 1951; Starr, 1982; Rose,

1985; Clark, Potter, & McKinlay, 1991; Barr, 1995;

McKinlay, 1996; Feldman et al., 1997). Even if we could
measure more person-level characteristics, including

them all in a model for health violates the principle of

parsimony, to say nothing of the theoretical arguments

against the atomistic fallacy, biophysical reductionism,

or other such ‘‘Robinson Crusoe’’ assumptions (Link &

Phelan, 1995; Kaplan, 1996; Susser, 1998). It just may be

that ‘‘upstream’’ causes, i.e., those that systematically

affect people through their neighborhoods or social

groups, are more amenable to interventions designed to

improve the public’s health.

Focused epidemiologic interest in neighborhood

effects dates back to Chadwick’s sanitation efforts, circa

1842. Contemporary efforts begin with Cochran, who in

the early 1960s developed multivariable regression to

help the city of Baltimore estimate the effect of public

housing on health-related outcomes (Salsburg, 2001a, b).

Motivated by advances in social epidemiology, multi-

level theories and sophisticated statistical models,

interest in such questions has recently surged. Pickett

and Pearl (2001) reviewed 25 ‘‘neighborhood effect’’

studies published in epidemiology journals since the

mid-1980s, the thrust of which was that investigators

detected small but consistent ‘‘context’’ effects asso-

ciated with group-level socioeconomic status (SES) on

health outcomes. Diez-Roux et al. (2001) recently

published ‘‘Neighborhood of Residence and Incidence

of Coronary Heart Disease’’ in the New England Journal

of Medicine, the thrust of which was that people living in

lower SES neighborhoods had higher incidence of

cardiovascular disease (CVD), independent of their

individual-level SES. What is more, the broad notions

are now central to our greater discipline: a naive

Medline search for ‘‘multilevel’’ or ‘‘contextual’’ in

TITLE revealed over 1200 citations; an unrestricted

search of the same key words yielded almost 5000

citations. Enthusiasm for such studies is understandable

for they exemplify the effect of social forces, emergent

contexts, and social relationships on health—the raison

d’etre of social epidemiology.

Yet due largely to persistent and complex methodo-

logical obstacles, along with a lack of attention to them,

the causal effect of neighborhood contexts on health

continues to confuse and elude us (see Hook, 2001).

There appear to be no multilevel neighborhood effect

studies with observational data, including those cited

above, that directly confront causal inference.2 What is
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more, despite over three decades of methodological

discussion (cf. Hauser, 1970, 1974; Stipak & Hensler,

1982; Blalock, 1984; Gray, 1989; Swaminathan, 1989;

Von Korff, Koepsell, Curry, & Diehr, 1992; Manski

1993a; DiPrete & Forristal, 1994; Draper, 1995;

Raudenbush & Whillms, 1995; Duncan, Connell, &

Klebanov, 1997; Blakely & Woodward, 2000; Green-

land, 2001, 2002), it is evident that many social

epidemiologists are not clear on exactly what multilevel

models are or how they may be used to estimate and

interpret causal neighborhood effects.

This paper aims to advance our understanding and

assist social epidemiologists designing, conducting and/

or reviewing multilevel neighborhood effect studies. The

first section motivates a model for estimating neighbor-

hood effects. The second section develops, with causal

inference in mind, the now common multilevel model for

observational data. The third section adopts a critical

methodological perspective to show the impossibility of

estimating useful neighborhood effects with a regression

model, of which the multilevel model is a special case. In

order to avoid criticizing without an alternative, the

fourth section shows the relationship between multilevel

neighborhood effect models and randomized commu-

nity trial designs, and argues the latter appears to be the

best bet for estimating useful neighborhood effects. We

conclude by summarizing findings and suggesting that in

concert with the development of both a dependency-

based methodology and a rigorous theory of social

interaction, the community trial be viewed as the

canonical experimental design for a social epidemiology

seeking to actually improve the public’s health.

Methodologists will appreciate the enormous and

subtle complexities to be addressed. Such issues are

typically handled in isolation and with great precision.

But this creates a disparate and technical literature often

inaccessible to social epidemiologists. We presume the

dearth of tailored and richly annotated translations

explains much of the current confusion. Pursuant to

remedy, we build our case slowly, take liberties with

nomenclature (equations, hats, Greek letters and such),

employ a conversational style, and include abundant

footnotes and citations. Reaching a broader audience is

consistent with our ultimate goal of encouraging a more

thoughtful social epidemiological methodology, more

likely to provide valid inferences, and thereby the basis
(footnote continued)

moyen (average man) (Stigler, 2002), the efforts of more

contemporary scholars to infer the effect of contexts on

individuals from aggregated data produced nothing of sub-

stantive import (Achen & Shively, 1995); the recent efforts of

King (1997) perhaps notwithstanding. In any case, this paper

assumes hierarchically nested individual-level data. For con-

temporary insights and cautions about purely ecological

studies, see Morgenstern (1995) and Greenland (2001).
for scientific understanding and sound policy recom-

mendations for improving the public’s health.
Motivating a causal model for neighborhood effects

This section aims to motivate a causal model for

estimating neighborhood effects. The word ‘‘cause’’ is

central for it illuminates practical obstacles and poten-

tial solutions, and because it links this paper to the

important and growing interdisciplinary interest in

causal inference (cf. Heckman & Smith, 1995; Manski,

1995; Sobel, 1995; McKim & Turner, 1997; Greenland,

Pearl, & Robins, 1999; Kaufman & Poole, 2000; Pearl,

2000; Robins, 2001; Greenland, 2002; Rosenbaum,

2002; Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002). It is always

best if causality is established by relating specific

outcomes to biological mechanisms and pathways

(Beyea & Greenland, 1999; Macintyre & Ellaway,

2000). But it may suffice to understand how such

mechanisms are mediated, modified, and otherwise

shaped by social interaction.

We begin with first principles: let Y be a normally

distributed random variable with realized values yig;
where i indexes an individual nested within group g; the
neighborhood unit in which she resides. Imagine that yig

is some measure of CVD risk, for example. Assume two

kinds of neighborhoods, bad and good, assign to them

labels g0 and g1; respectively. The fundamental question
is: What would person i’s health be under alternative

neighborhood conditions, g0 and g1? In other words,

how would moving to a new neighborhood affect i’s risk

for CVD?

This setup conforms to the counterfactual causal

framework, sometimes called Rubin’s (1976, 1991)

model, favored in many scientific disciplines (Sobel,

1995; Kaufman & Poole, 2000; Pearl, 2000; Maldonado

& Greenland, 2002; Shadish et al., 2002). By exploiting a

few such developments, we can better see the obstacles

between us and our answer. Although we simplify

greatly here, the framework permits us to formally ask

whether hypothetically changing neighborhoods from g0
to g1 affects person i’s health endpoint, yig; by writing

the treatment effect due to such a change for each person

as yi1 � yi0 ¼ Di: Since we are interested in populations,

we write the average causal effect (ACE) of neighbor-

hoods across persons as
Pn

i¼1 Din
�1 ¼ %D ¼ ACE:3 Our

goal now is to estimate this population parameter, but

many obstacles prevent us from doing so directly.

An obvious problem with counterfactual estimation

is that we cannot observe the counterfactual. If i

is in g0 she cannot simultaneously be in g1: Controlled
3ACE is but one parameter of potential interest. Others

might include proportion of positive gains or loss minimization.

Such extensions are beyond the scope of this paper.
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6We put quotes around ‘select’ and call it a shorthand

expression since an often subtle and certainly complex sorting

and selection process is apparent. Many people are left little

choice in residential location; economic inequalities, racism,
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experiments are conducted to approximate the unobser-

vable counterfactual conditions with a substituted

comparison group (Maldonado & Greenland, 2002).

Most believe randomization asymptotically ensures our

observed comparison group is substitutable with the

unobservable counterfactual comparison group, and

thus identical to the treatment group in every way

except for the treatment itself. Randomization thus

permits actual estimation (a real-world approximation)

of our desired causal contrast %D:
Imagine now a real-world experiment to estimate %D;

the ACE of neighborhood context on health endpoint y:
Assume g0 is an observed ‘‘control’’ neighborhood and

g1 an observed ‘‘treatment’’ neighborhood—perhaps g1
has less crime, more parks is more politically active, or is

replete with affordable vegetarian restaurants. If we let

some variable T indicate assignment of persons to g1
and we randomize a whole bunch of people, we could

write a simple OLS regression model (e.g., t-test) for

estimating our ‘‘treatment effect’’ as

yig ¼ a þ b1T þ eig: ð1Þ

Conditional on established statistical assumptions,4

model 1 would yield a consistent and unbiased estimate

our treatment effect, b1 ¼ %D: In other words, if we could

randomize people to neighborhoods, we could easily

estimate the true causal health effect of moving from a

bad neighborhood to a good one.

Of course, we cannot easily randomize people to

neighborhoods.5 Even if it were ethical and constitu-

tional, the ‘‘Moving to Opportunity’’ (MTO) study (see

Goering & Kraft, 1999; Katz, Kling, & Liebman, 2001)

and other such experiments show that it is very

expensive, difficult, and time-consuming to do so

(Heckman & Smith, 1995; Rossi, 1997). Since counter-

factuals cannot be observed and randomization of

people to neighborhoods is, for the most part, imprac-

tical, we appear to be left with observational designs for

estimating neighborhood effects. This is troublesome

since in the absence of control over assignment

mechanisms we can never be certain our observed

control group(s) can be substituted for our desired but

unobservable counterfactual group(s) (Campbell &

Stanley, 1963; Cook & Campbell, 1979; Heckman,

1979, 1992; Rosenbaum, 2002). The upshot is that

enormous difficulties for causal inference obtain, so

many in fact that overcoming them has been the driving

force behind almost all statistical/methodological
4The six assumptions for classic regression are (a) model

linearity, y ¼ Xb þ e; (b) no perfect collinearity, X is n � K with

rank K ; (c) no confounding, E½ejX	 ¼ 0; (d) no clustering,

E½ee0jX	 ¼ s2I; (e) X is fixed; and (f) normally distributed errors,

ejXBN½0; sI	: See Greene (1997, p. 235).
5 It is probably more appropriate to say ‘‘households’’ rather

than ‘‘people.’’ We use the latter for simplicity.
research to date. Nevertheless, we are heartened by

Leamer (1983), who argues persuasively that the real

enemy is not observational data but ‘‘whimsical

inference’’ with it.

With respect to neighborhood effects research, the

trouble with observational designs is that people, to use

a shorthand expression, are ‘‘selected’’ into neighbor-

hoods; they are not randomly distributed.6 If neighbor-

hoods are imagined to be treatments that affect health,

then the ‘‘selection’’ of people to them confounds effect

estimates. To see this, appreciate that social stratifica-

tion (i.e., social selection) means that people of lower

SES systematically live in neighborhoods g0 whilst

people of high SES live in other neighborhoods g1;
there is very little overlap or mixing. It follows that the

effects of some neighborhood g on any person i’s health

are clouded by i’s personal SES background, which we

know affects health (Oakes & Rossi, 2003). More

technically, if background differences are collected in a

vector of measured variables, X; and/or a vector of

unmeasured variables Z; then any between-person

differences in the expected values of X and Z might

confound the effect of the neighborhood on health.

Confounding muddles analyses, at times so much so that

it renders the estimates useless (Leamer, 1983; Kaufman

& Cooper, 1999; Winship & Morgan, 1999; Greenland

& Morgenstern, 2001).

In his aforementioned effort to help Baltimore

estimate the effect of public housing on health, Cochran

realized randomization of people to neighborhoods was

impossible and that confounding threatened his results.

He developed multivariable regression in order to

statistically equate observed groups (Salsburg,

2001a, b). The idea was to include (one or more)

conditioning variables x in model 1. In our case, x;
might be measures associated with a person’s ‘‘selec-

tion’’ of one neighborhood over another. Whatever

these measures turn out to be, the resultant quasi-

experimental (see Cook and Campbell, 1979; Shadish

et al., 2002) model for estimating the treatment effect, T,

could now be written as the familiar analysis of

covariance (ANCOVA),

yig ¼ a þ b1T þ b2xþ eig: ð2Þ
and other structural phenomena appear to be the dominant

forces at work (cf. Rossi, 1955; Logan, 1978; Shlay & Rossi,

1981; Rabin, 1989; Farley, Steeh, & Krysan, 1994; Massey et al.,

1994; Schill & Wachter, 1995). But using the ‘selection’

expression is not just a useful fiction, it relates the ‘‘problem’’

to a larger statistical literature (see Heckman, 1979; Berk &

Ray, 1982; Winship & Mare, 1992; D’Agostino, 1998;

Rosenbaum, 2002) which we illustrate below.
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It appears as if we can once again identify our causal

effect; this time, however, we say it is conditional on x

and write b1jx ¼ %D: But things are more complicated

now, and we state two reasons why.

First, in order to infer a causal effect for T ; we must
be sure the expected value of our model’s error term is

conditionally independent of our ‘‘selection’’ variables

and combinations thereof (see Heckman, 1979; Clogg &

Haritou, 1997; Greene, 1997; Robins, Hernan, &

Brumback, 2000; Wooldridge, 2000). Somewhat techni-

cally, we can write this as7

EðeigjxÞ ¼ 0: ð3Þ

Though not computationally necessary to calculate

regression estimates, this requirement ensures that our

neighborhood effect estimates are not confounded with

background characteristics.8 The trouble is that if the

vector x contains many variables, which it often will in

social epidemiologic investigations, we will likely find

sparse data in any given (cross-tabulated) cell. Sparse

data mean more assumptions (e.g., linearity, homoske-

dasticity, etc) are necessary. Since many such assump-

tions cannot be tested in the data, our confidence in

making useful inferences is undermined (Robins &

Greenland, 1986; Robins et al., 2000; Woolridge, 2000;

Freedman, 2002). We must rely on a causal theory to

help us specify which variables to measure and include

in a model (Leamer, 1978). Unlike the relatively simple

theories tested in randomized experiments, causal

theories for observational designs must be elaborate so

as to rule out competing explanations.9 Moreover, we

must also consider unmeasured variables, z, which by

definition can never be included, for their effects might

cause hidden bias (Rosenbaum, 2002). A causal theory

is once again needed, but this time to assess the

sensitivity of our results to assumptions (Seltzer, 1993;

Greenland, 1996; Greene, 1997; Manski & Nagin, 1998;

Rosenbaum, 2002). Fortunately, statisticians have
7We should also condition on the treatment, T ; but for

purposes here we omit this symbolism.
8We are indebted to Dr. Jay Kaufman, University of North

Carolina, for clarifying this crucial point. Although details are

beyond the scope of this paper, constraint 3 (note 4) is meant to

imply not only homoskedacity but also a zero covariance

between errors and predictors, EðXeÞ ¼ sXe ¼ 0: Note, how-
ever, that this relationship is not observable. For precise

terminology, we recommend the remarkably lucid discussion of

Clogg and Haritou (1997).
9 In his important paper on causal inference with observa-

tional data, Cochran (1955) lamented not knowing any social

scientists who wrote out lists of possible alternative causes

before they began to analyze data. With respect to neighbor-

hood effects research, at least, same goes for us: we do not

know of many researchers who consider alternative hypotheses

before they begin their research.
developed methods to address this conditional in-

dependence issue. Below we will show how such

methods are implicitly incorporated in multilevel

models.

The second problem, altogether ignored by model 2, is

that people are clustered within neighborhoods; in fact,

it is clustering that defines neighborhoods. As a result of

‘‘selection,’’ social interaction and common exposures, it

is more than likely that people within neighborhoods

are more alike than people between neighborhoods.

Consequently, any two people within an identifiable

neighborhood yield less independent information than

if people were randomly distributed across the geo-

graphic landscape. This fact should be intuitively

obvious, since we often can guess things about

(i.e., stereotype) an individual when we know what

‘‘part of town’’ he lives in. Within-group dependency is

troublesome because an inviolable assumption of OLS

regression (i.e., model 2) is that observations are

independent (i.e., non-correlated errors) of one another;

technically the assumption is written as E½ee0jX	 ¼ s2I
(Greene, 1997). In a famous quote, Cornfield (1978)

warned that treating clustered data as if it were

independent was an exercise in self-deception, to be

strongly discouraged.10

Fortunately, statisticians have also developed useful

tools for modeling hierarchically clustered (i.e., error

correlated) data. One class of models has been popular

in neighborhood effect and other such contextual

analysis. Though essentially equivalent, these are re-

ferred to as multilevel, hierarchical linear, random

coefficient, random effect, mixed, empirical Bayes,

Laird-Ware, or variance component models.11 Diez-

Roux (2000, 2002), Greenland (2000), Sullivan et al.

(1999), and Murray (1998) offer accessible introductions

of such models for epidemiologists. Raudenbush and

Bryk (2002) offer an exemplary presentation from a
dependencies and efforts (e.g., means-as-outcomes) to over-

come them. See Aitkin and Longford (1986).
11The theoretical foundation of multilevel models lies in

variance component methodology, which in its modern form

dates back to Fisher’s work circa 1925 (Draper, 1995). A

ground-breaking advance came when Lindley and Smith (1972)

formulated their empirical Bayes regression model, but it was

not until the introduction of the EM algorithm (Dempster,

Laird, & Rubin, 1977) that computational feasibility was

obtained. Laird and Ware (1982) popularized the model for

biostatisticians, Bryk, Raudenbush, Goldstein, and Mason for

social scientists (Mason et al., 1984; Goldstein, 1987; Bryk &

Raudenbush, 1992). From our perspective, the widespread

(ab)use of the model is due to the recent introduction of user-

friendly software, especially HLM and MlWin, and an

accessible translation for SAS users by Verbeke and Molen-

bergs (1997) and Singer (1998). See also Kreft, de Leeuw, and

van der Leeden (1994) and De Leeuw and Kreft (2001).
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social scientific perspective.12 In short, multilevel models

are useful because they overcome the within-group

dependency problem whilst permitting estimation of

ecological effects.13 But there is nothing magical about

multilevel models; the principle difference between them

and simple OLS regression models is that multilevel

models permit complex error terms (i.e., variance

components) by using sophisticated computational

algorithms. As a result, more elaborate, if not more

intuitive and accurate, inferences may be drawn.
A causal multilevel model for neighborhood effects

We now conceptually develop the standard multilevel

model for estimating neighborhood effects with obser-

vational data. The section is important because despite

the vast and growing literature cited above, no one

appears to have conceptually developed the multilevel

model with an eye on causal inference.14 Only through a

causally motivated development will the benefits and

limitations of a model, if any, reveal themselves. We see

four steps in an etiologic multilevel contextual effects

analysis.

Step 1: Examine neighborhood-to-neighborhood

differences in the endpoint

The first step is to determine if there are any between-

neighborhood differences with respect to any endpoint,

yig. This is accomplished by fitting what Raudenbush

and Bryk (2002) call a fully unconditional model, which
12Searle, Casella, and McCulloch (1992) and McCulloch and

Searle (2001) contributed noteworthy statistically oriented

presentations.
13Another approach is the so-called fixed-effects or within-

group model. This model essentially adds an indicator (i.e.,

dummy) variable for each group/neighborhood, and thereby

overcomes within-group clustering. The principal disadvantage

of this model is that is does not yield between-group variances,

and so cannot offer independent effects of group-level

characteristics; the fixed-effect model is thus not multilevel in

the traditional sense. For more, see Winship and Morgan

(1999).
14Of the five major texts focussed on multilevel modeling,

per se (Goldstein, 1995; Kreft & De Leeuw, 1998; Snijders &

Bosker, 1999; Heck & Thomas, 2000; Raudenbush & Bryk,

2002), only Goldstein (1995) has an index citation for ‘‘cause.’’

Goldstein devotes very little attention to the issue and

essentially notes multilevel models are not adequate for causal

analysis. Hausman and Taylor (1981), Heckman and Vytlacil

(1998) and Greenland (2002) carefully address these issues but

their papers are written at a level of statistical sophistication

typically inaccessible to social epidemiologists. As discussed

below, the experimental approach of Murray (1998), Donner

and Klar (2000) and Murray (2001) are notable exceptions to

this criticism.
is simply a one-way random-effects analysis of variance

(RANOVA). Let the micro-level model be a ‘‘regular’’

ANOVA that says each person’s health outcome, yig; is
equal to their neighborhood’s mean health outcome, ag;
plus some residual error eig:

yig ¼ ag þ eig: ð4Þ

We now specify a macro-level model (sometimes called a

level-2 model) of the neighborhood-specific intercept

(i.e., mean) with an indicator for the grand mean and a

separate random (error) term for neighborhoods,

ag ¼ a� þ ug; ð5Þ

where a� identifies the grand mean, and ug is a random

effect (i.e., error or deviate from a�) for each neighbor-

hood g: Literally substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4) yields

the familiar RANOVA model:

yig ¼ a�þ ug þ eig: ð6Þ

This model says that each person’s CVD risk, yig; is
equal to a grand mean of all people’s CVD risk, denoted

a�; plus an effect, ug; which is merely a grand-mean

deviate specific to a person’s own neighborhood, plus

some residual or random error eig: In essence, the

random effect provides for a separate intercept for each

neighborhood, and thus overcomes the problem of

people ‘‘clustering’’ within neighborhoods discussed

above.

It is critical to understand that each neighborhood has

its own specific grand-mean deviate, or random effect,

ug; for the endpoint of interest yig: If people were

randomly assigned to neighborhoods, any variation in

health outcomes between neighborhoods could only be

attributable to neighborhoods themselves. Like model 1,

our job would be easy under such circumstances: the

neighborhood effect for any neighborhood g would be

equal to g’s random effect, ug ¼ %D: Notice also that the

variance of random-effects, denoted VARðugÞ ¼ s2G;
may be viewed as the maximum between neighborhood

variation in our endpoint that is explainable by the

characteristics/aspects of neighborhoods themselves.15

This means that if we randomized and the estimated

value of s2G was zero, then there would be no

(detectable) between-neighborhood variability in our

endpoint and hence no neighborhood effects.

Things, however, are not so easy. As mentioned with

respect to model 2, the ‘‘selection’’ of people to neigh-

borhoods induces systematic difference in the back-

ground composition of residents across neighborhoods.
15As with the model name, nomenclature varies dramatically

across discipline and even from author to author. Ours is

derivative of McCulloch and Searle (2001), which we think

readers will find most intuitive for purposes here. Social

scientists familiar with such models should note that our s2G ¼
t00 employed by Raudenbush, Goldstein, and other social

scientists.
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Since our definition of neighborhood effect excludes

such compositional effects, we shall say that ug; and its

variance s2G ; and all estimates related to them, are

confounded. The following step aims to free the

estimates from ‘‘selection’’ confounding.

Step 2: Free random effects from ‘‘selection’’ confounding

bias

Adjusting for ‘‘selection’’ bias is the most difficult and

largely overlooked step in contextual effects research to

date (Achen & Shively, 1995). Focus now is therefore

turned toward identifying background factors related to

people moving to or residing in their neighborhoods.

These will be used to specify a ‘‘selection’’ equation.

Relevant variables might include individual-level SES

measured by total household-income and educational

achievement (see Oakes & Rossi, 2003). Other factors

are probably important too, but for purposes here we

shall assume SES is the only meaningful background

variable in the selection equation.16

Of secondary concern to our ‘‘selection-model’’ is the

inclusion of other known disease-specific person-level

confounders, such as the age and sex of residents. When

added, the resultant micro-level equation could be written,

yig ¼ ag þ b1 SESig þ b2 AGEig þ b3 SEXig þ eig: ð7Þ

Leaving the macro-level model (i.e., model 5) un-

changed, we can substitute it into (7) and get

yig ¼ a� þ b1 SESig þ b2 AGEig þ b3 SEXig þ ug þ eig;

ð8Þ

which is sometimes referred to as the Laird-Ware or

SAS notation for a multilevel model (Laird & Ware,

1982; Littell, Milliken, Stroup, & Wolfinger, 1996;

Ferron, 1997). The benefit of this single-equation

substituted presentation of a multilevel model is that it

makes plain that a multilevel regression model is a

regression model, with, in this case, just one extra error

term. Notice that model 8 yields predicted person-level

outcomes for our endpoint adjusted for differences in

neighborhood composition due to ‘‘selection.’’

We can now more easily state the most critical

assumption of multilevel (i.e., random effect) models

for causal neighborhood effects:

EðugjSES AGE SEXÞ

¼ Eðugj‘selection-model’ÞEEðugjXigÞ ¼ 0: ð9Þ

Like Eq. (3), Eq. (9) is a causal assumption and simply

says that conditional on our ‘‘selection’’ model, there is

no confounding between people in neighborhoods.

Again, unless this assumption is met parameter
16Because they do not affect conclusions, this paper ignores

centering issues which appear to be useful and important to

applications. See Kreft and De Leeuw (1995) and Raudenbush

and Bryk (2002).
estimates will generally be confounded (Hausman &

Taylor, 1981; Clogg & Haritou, 1997; Heckman &

Vytlacil, 1998; Woolridge, 2000). It is now clear that the

covariates in model 8 are a nuisance: they would not be

necessary if we could randomly assign subjects to

neighborhoods. Under perfect randomization, model 8

would, Ceteris paribus, yield the same estimate of s2G ; as
model 6, the simple RANOVA. This view differs from

the usual way multilevel models are conceived and

presented, especially in their two-level social scientific

form. What is more, the constraint of Eq. (9) means that

the micro-model serves as a simplified propensity score

model (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983; Rosenbaum, 1984,

2002; D’Agostino, 1998; Robins et al., 2000; see

Harding, 2002) that statistically equates the background

confounding characteristics of the persons residing in

neighborhoods. It follows that interest in, or interpreta-

tion of, level-1 ‘‘effects’’ is inconsistent with an

etiological neighborhood effect methodology.17

Step 3: Estimate context effects

Assuming Eq. (9) holds and that the adjusted between

neighborhood variance, s2G ; is positive, the next step is to

explain why. This is accomplished by including neighbor-

hood-level (i.e., ecological) variables as fixed-effects, which

changes the essence of model 5 from an ANOVA into a

multivariable regression model. Any theoretically consis-

tent neighborhood-level variable, such as neighborhood

SES, the presence of a hazardous waste facility, average

health knowledge, or collective efficacy would be an

appropriate explanatory variable. But only theoretically

informed mutable variables should be of interest to social

epidemiologists seeking to make policy recommendations.

Consider the following neighborhood-level model,

which specifies a socio-structural relationship to explain

the (random) variation in ag:

ag ¼ a� þ b4 NSESg þ ug: ð10Þ

Let NSESg be some neighborhood-level SES measure:

it may be the mean SES of people within a neighbor-

hood defined by educational attainment, household

income, or other commonly used composite scores. It

may also tap some aggregate notion of SES, such as

percent working poor. In any case, substituting model

10 into model 7 yields

yig ¼ a�þ b1 SESig þ b2 AGEig

þ b3 SEXig þ b4 NSESg þ ug þ eig; ð11Þ
not group effects. In a personal email communication

(December 2002), distinguished statistician David A. Freedman

insightfully noted that the level-1 equation has no causal

content because it describes how nature chose values for the

manipulable variable(s) in the level-2 (causal) equation.
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Fig. 1. Multilevel neighborhood structure: Panel A illustrates within and between relationship of SES and some health outcome, Panel

B illustrates within, between, and contextual coefficients for same measures.

18We say optimally informed because the primary trouble

with ecological (i.e., between-group) regression models is that

they contain no information on joint within-group covariate

distributions (Morgenstern, 1995; Greenland, 2001, 2002). As
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which estimates parameters associated with a person’s

health conditional on their neighborhood SES context,

adjusted for ‘‘selection’’ and medically relevant but

exogenous factors.

Much attention has focused on the magnitude and

precision of b4, the coefficient for neighborhood-level

SES (Boyd & Iverson, 1979; Achen & Shively, 1995;

Pickett & Pearl, 2001). As specified in model 11, this

coefficient is a so-called context effect. In theory, this

effect is the difference (i.e., causal contrast) in person i’s

health between, say, low and high SES neighborhoods if,

Ceteris paribus, that person could move from one to the

other. The coefficient b4 is thus typically viewed as the

independent effect of neighborhood on health.

Fig. 1, which is adapted from Raudenbush and Bryk

(2002, Figs. 5.2 and 5.1), illustrates the phenomena.

Panel A shows the relationship between SES and health

across a few arbitrary neighborhoods. Some preferred

measure of SES is quantified on the horizontal axis. The

value of a health endpoint, Y ; is represented by the

vertical axis. Within-neighborhood scatter plots are

indicated by the ellipses. Within- and between-neighbor-

hood OLS regression slopes are indicated by the lines.

The point of Panel A is that, unlike non-hierarchical

data, our data reflect an outcome variable that varies

both within- and between-neighborhoods.

Panel B magnifies Panel A to reveal estimable slope

coefficients for two arbitrary neighborhoods, B and C.

Notice that the within-neighborhood variation is modeled

by slopebw; and the between-neighborhood variation is

modeled by slope bb: As shown by Raudenbush and

Whillms (1995) and Raudenbush and Bryk (2002), the

effect of moving from neighborhood B to C while

keeping SES constant is the so-called context effect;

which is represented by bc ¼ bb � bw: With respect to

model 11, bc ¼ b4:
We postpone a discussion as to whether we may

interpret coefficients for neighborhood-level SES vari-

ables as context effects. For now, let us simply state that

unless our ‘‘selection’’ equation is perfect, our neighbor-
hood-level SES coefficient cannot be interpreted as such.

Instead, and this is important, neighborhood-level SES

coefficients will serve as further adjustments for the

background composition of persons within-neighbor-

hoods; NSESg will capture and reflect residual con-

founding.

If we assume the coefficient for neighborhood-level

SES in model 11 is a bona fide context effect, then it is

conceptually easy to take the next step and model the

relationship between contexts and composition by a

including a so-called ‘‘cross-level’’ interaction term in

our model (Hauser, 1970; Achen & Shively, 1995;

Greenland, 2002). Consider the interaction between

SESig and NSESg: As usual (see Aiken & West, 1991),

this relationship may be identified by multiplying the

two variables together, such as ðSESig�NSESgÞ; which
when substituted yields

yig ¼ a�þ b1SESig þ b2AGEig þ b3SEXig

þ b4NSESg þ b5ðSESig�NSESgÞ þ ug þ eig: ð12Þ

The cross-level coefficient, b5; is presumably a valid

effect modifier, indicating the degree to which the effect

of emergent contexts vary with neighborhood composi-

tion. Keen interest is understandable since, at least in

theory, cross-level interactions map the relationship

between the composition of neighborhoods and their

emergent context effects—a phenomena formally pos-

tulated first by Durkheim in 1897.

Cross-level effect coefficients uniquely differentiate

multilevel models from ‘‘standard’’ regression models

(e.g., model 2), which ignore the hierarchical structure of

data and treat observations as independent from one

another, and optimally informed ecological regression

models (e.g., models 8, 11, or 13) that estimate the

effects of contextual and/or integral variables.18 If valid,
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cross-level interactions may be of great interest to

scientists and practitioners alike.19 But we shall ignore

cross-level interactions in the next step.

Step 4: Evaluate mutable neighborhood effects

Although it does not make much difference, for

purposes of this subsection it is easiest to assume that

our neighborhood-level SES measure, NSESg, does not

reflect a context effect but rather serves as an adjustment

for a misspecified ‘‘selection’’ equation. So stated, recall

that the preceding discussion showed that to the extent

model 11 reveals extant differences between adjusted

neighborhood random effects, that is #s2G > 0; our

etiological aim is to explain this variance through

neighborhood-level variables such as hazardous waste

facilities, crime rates, quality sidewalks, social cohesion,

or any other such mutable characteristics. If we collect

the corresponding ‘‘treatment’’ indicator variables in a

vector Tg, and include it in our model, then our fully

specified neighborhood effects model becomes

yig ¼ a�þ b1 SESig þ b2 AGEig þ b3 SEXig

þ b4 NSESg þ bTTg þ ug þ eig: ð13Þ

Assuming bias due to selection and other relevant

health covariates are controlled by adjustment, it seems

one may now test the putative causal effect of any given

neighborhood effect, Tg: Recall that our counterfactual
parameter of interest is the ACE of neighborhoods on

health outcomes, symbolized as %D: Because we have

developed it from causally consistent first principles, we

can exploit model 13, a multilevel model, and write #bT ¼
%D; or more honestly, #bT jassumptions ¼ %D:
20We readily admit that many more complex and potentially

illuminating models may be fit. For example, one might model

within-neighborhood SES with random slopes. In addition,

some may explore alternative covariance structures and

endogeneity tests (Littell et al., 1996; Greene, 1997), or different

functional forms. We also acknowledge an awareness of

important work on other more subtle problems, including

‘boundary problems’ and spatial autocorrelation within and

between neighborhoods. But our developed model is no ‘‘straw

man.’’ In any case, no such advances appear sufficient to

overcome the problems described in this next section.
21Hauser (1970, p. 662) writes ‘‘Contextual analysis [as

currently conducted] provides no special insight into a process

determining group differentiationyIt is possible to generate

contextual effects at willy Such exercises are fruitless, and the

sociological literature would benefit from their absence.’’
Methodological obstacles

Methodological research is concerned with the logic

of causal inference. The objective is to learn what

conclusions can and cannot be drawn given a specified

combination of assumptions (Manski, 1995). In short,

we explore the extent to which an effect parameter can

be ‘‘identified’’ through various research designs, where

‘‘identified’’ may be loosely defined as accurately

estimated or detected (see Hsiao, 1983; Manski, 1995

for formal definitions).

We now adopt a critical methodological perspective

and evaluate the social epidemiological usefulness of our
(footnote continued)

shown above and by Greenland (2001, 2002), ecologically

oriented multilevel models, exploit subject-level covariates to

overcome the problem. They are implicitly emphasized here.
19 In a personal email communication (October 2001),

distinguished sociologist Rossi, called cross-level context effects

the ‘‘Holy Grail’’ of social research.
‘‘state-of-the-art’’ multilevel model for estimating neigh-

borhood effects with observational data.20 We are

hardly the first to consider such things. Many able

social scientists (Hauser, 1970, 1974; Hausman, 1978;

Boyd & Iverson, 1979; Hausman & Taylor, 1981;

Blalock, 1984; Mason, Wong, & Entwisle, 1984; Tilly,

1984; Mason, 1991; DiPrete & Forristal, 1994; Achen &

Shively, 1995; see Heckman & Vytlacil, 1998) offered

insights and cautionary wisdom,21,22 but these either

predated the renewed enthusiasm that came with multi-

level models or were not tailored to questions addressed

here. Epidemiological discussions (cf. Duncan et al.,

1997; Diez-Roux, 1998; Blakely & Woodward, 2000;

Diez Roux, 2001) insightfully noted many important

issues, including measurement error, migration, and

neighborhood definitions, but paid too little attention to

causal inference.23 Understandably, none of the more

recent and rigorous discussions of causal inference in

either epidemiology or social science (Susser, 1973;

Greenland, 1990, 2001, 2002; Manski, 1993b; Halloran

& Struchiner, 1995; Morgenstern, 1995; Sobel, 1995;

Kaufman & Cooper, 1999; Kaufman & Poole, 2000;

Kaufman & Kaufman, 2001; Robins, 2001; Maldonado

& Greenland, 2002) addressed multilevel neighborhood

effects research directly. Finally, none of the many

noteworthy general discussions on causal inference with

observational data (e.g., Campbell & Stanley, 1963;

Cochran, 1965; McKinlay, 1975; Heckman, 1979;

Leamer, 1983; Smith, 1990; Rubin, 1991; Clogg &

Haritou, 1997; Copas & Li, 1997; Freedman, 1997;

Winship & Morgan, 1999; Pearl, 2000; Rosenbaum,

2002) address neighborhood effects or multilevel mod-

els, which appear to present some unique issues. Only
22Tienda (1991, p. 256) writes ‘‘ythe issue of feedback effects

between individuals and their social environments [has not been

properly addressed]. An adequate grasp of exposure and

feedback effects is essential to sort out individual and context

effectsy Absent this information, it will be impossible to

[identify neighborhood effects].’’
23The Macintyre and Ellaway (2000) and the recent Green-

land (2002) papers are notable exceptions.
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comparisons remains to be demonstrated, Harding’s approach

reveals the benefit of rigorous ‘‘dependency-based’’ (i.e., fixed

effect) estimation and theorizing.
25There are of course exceptions: some rich people do live in

less wealthy areas and some people spend all of their income on

‘‘good’’ neighborhoods. But, these people are exceptions to the

rule and should not be given that same level of statistical
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Draper (1995) appears to have directly addressed causal

inference in multilevel context effects models, but this

(magnificent) paper was brief, addressed ‘‘school

effects,’’ and appeared in a journal not included in the

Medline database. This evident gap probably explains

the misunderstanding about the meaning of neighbor-

hood effect estimates noted above and by a few

informed commentators (cf. Jenks & Mayer, 1990;

Achen & Shively, 1995).

Though inextricably related, we distinguish and

present four fundamental ‘‘identification problems’’ for

neighborhood effect research as currently applied to

observational data. The first two of these appear

sufficient to render dubious any inference about the

independent causal effect of neighborhood contexts on

health, at least through the use of multiple linear

regression analysis of which multilevel models are a

special case. The second two appear to render the causal

utility of any important contextual effect, regardless of

method, meaningless for a practicable social epidemiol-

ogy. These problems are not a mere function of a

multilevel statistical model, they appear to be funda-

mental identification problems that supersede statistical

estimation issues. We worry that they are severe enough

to undermine the possibility of ever-making sound

policy recommendations from neighborhood effect

studies as currently practiced. As such, our problems

would render other discussions of measurement error,

boundary effects, migration, and model specification,

moot.

Problem 1: Social stratification confounds comparisons

The first problem is that social stratification renders

the ‘‘selection’’ equation for any given person observed

in a neighborhood nearly identical to the ‘‘selection’’

equation for any other person residing in the same

neighborhood, but different from the ‘‘selection’’

equation for persons residing in other neighborhoods.

It follows that there is (approximately) complete

confounding between the background attributes of

persons in a given neighborhood and (approximately)

complete separation between the background attributes

of people in other neighborhoods. The result is a

paradox: we must perfectly specify our ‘‘selection’’

equation to get unconfounded random effects (i.e.,

neighborhood effects), but when we do so we reduce

the value of the random effects, and their variance, to

zero and so eliminate any meaningful between-neighbor-

hood variation possibly explainable by neighborhood-

level variables.24
24Very recent work by Harding (2002) shows that complete

overlap may not obtain if we condition on ‘neighborhood of

adolescence’ and limit comparisons to very and moderately

poor neighborhoods. Although the public health benefit of such
One may gain an intuitive sense for the problem by

considering the work on school effects by Raudenbush

and Whillms (1995). Recall the purpose of this research

is to estimate the effect of the actions, policies, and

efforts of school teachers (administrators, staff, etc) on

student achievement apart from the background char-

acteristics (i.e., initial status) of the students they aim to

develop. As a policy question, this seems only fair since

one would not want to punish excellent teachers

effectively developing students who, due to circum-

stances beyond the teachers’ control, enter the school

deficient; in fact, such teachers should probably receive

more praise than lackadaisical teachers developing

students in a school with an advantaged entering class.

In any case, the effect on student achievement caused by

teachers, including any resultant social synergistic

effects, is by definition a context effect. Raudenbush

and Whillms (1995) showed how to use a multilevel

model, much like model 13, to tease apart the effect of

the teachers (context effect) by controlling for the

background characteristics of the entering students

(composition). In effect, after controlling for the

‘‘selection’’ of students to schools, the remaining

differences in student achievement between schools is

attributable to teachers. The problem for us, to further

the analogy, is that neighborhoods have no teachers.

That neighborhood effects are endogenous renders any

efforts to control for ‘‘selection’’ between neighborhood

variability attributable to only chance and measurement

error.

Now consider the problem with respect to the

multilevel model developed above. Eq. (9) showed that

we had to perfectly specify our ‘‘selection’’ equation to

get unbiased estimates of the random-effect variance #s2G
and all the neighborhood-level effects that model it. But

because of social stratification doing this makes the

value of #s2G approach zero.25 In other words, in order

to estimate unbiased neighborhood effect estimates,

Tg ¼ %D; we must necessarily make adjustments until

there is nothing for the neighborhood-level variables to
credence as the majority. In fact, this very point is being made

in recent discussions of ‘‘weighted propensity score’’ analyses,

where group-specific ‘‘odd balls’’ are down weighted relative to

other subjects in the data set (Hullsiek & Louis, 2002; Robins

et al., 2000).
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explain.26 Consequently, observed differences in health

outcomes between neighborhoods cannot be separated

from the ‘‘selection’’ or background information of

individuals residing there. This holds for ‘‘context

effects’’ emerging from social interactions or ‘‘integral

effects’’ from things like hazardous waste facilities.27

Technically, the crux of this matter lies in the

assignment mechanisms (see Rosenbaum & Rubin,

1983; Rosenbaum, 1984, 2002; Rubin, 1991; Copas &

Li, 1997), in this case both the sampling and treatment

mechanisms, which appear uniquely distinct in multi-

level studies. Efforts to make our sampling mechanism

conditionally independent end up making our treatment

mechanism perfectly dependent or endogenous.28 The

better we specify our (high-dimension) sample-selection

model, the more limited our treatment model becomes.

Social stratification results in almost perfect separation

in propensity scores across subclasses, which renders

treatment effect estimates meaningless.29 Neighborhood

effect research suffers a damning trade-off of efforts to

meet conditional independence and spherical distur-

bance assumptions.

Problem 2: Emergent contexts are endogenous

Another way to think about neighborhood effects is

that they are emergent properties of the social interac-

tions of the residents.30 Examples might include
26This statement assumes no instruments exist; see footnote

33 below.
27The correlation between social composition and so-called

locally undesirable land uses (LULUs) conforms to our

common sense ability to identify disadvantaged neighborhoods

in the first place and, at least within our social system, why

without exogenous intervention they become more disadvan-

taged over time (Molotch, 1976; Logan, 1978; Shlay & Rossi,

1981; White, 1987; Wilson, 1987; Kohlhase, 1991; Massey &

Denton, 1993; Anderton, Anderson, Oakes, & Fraser, 1994;

Anderton, Oakes, & Egan, 1997; Massey et al., 1994; Romo &

Schatz, 1995; Massey, 1996; Oakes, Anderton, & Anderson,

1996; Evans & Kantrowitz, 2002).
28A still deeper point is made by Draper (1995), who lays

plain how the sampling mechanism determines difference

between specific and general causal inference. Generalizability

is not enhanced by specifying neighborhoods as random effects;

doing so does not make them a random sample from the larger

population. See Berk (1991) and Berk et al. (1995) for accessible

discussion.
29Manski approaches the general problem another way. He

demonstrates that strong dependence/collinearity arises when

attributes defining reference groups (e.g., neighborhoods) are a

subset of attributes that affect treatments (composition). See

‘‘case (a)’’ in Manski (1995, p. 132).
30Here is where precise definitions begin to matter and much

of the confusion can be traced. Manski (1995, p. 127–8) defines

endogenous effects as those in which an individual’s behavior

varies as a function of the active behaviors of others. Context
(Durkheimian) social norms or political activism. As

such, neighborhood effects would appear less dependent

on ‘‘selection’’ equations and thus identifiable. Not so,

any emergent effects of neighborhoods on a person’s

health are by definition completely endogenous to the

composition of neighborhoods; there is no exogenous

intervention causing them. As shown by Manski

(1993a, b, 1995), endogenous effects are not identifi-

able.31,32

In this case an epidemiological intuition is easy to

convey. The trouble with estimating endogenous neigh-

borhood effects is that, like prototypical infections,

incidence depends on prevalence (Halloran & Struchi-

ner, 1991, 1995). Estimating emergent effects with either

standard or multilevel linear regression models is like

trying to estimate incidence by controlling for preva-

lence in a cross-sectional study. This task is obviously

impossible since multivariable regression models (i.e.,

conditional mean models) assume that once we condition

on some confounder, Z; we can estimate the condition-

ally independent effect of some X on Y : Endogenous
context effects are by definition conditionally dependent

and thus violate model assumptions. Again, we cannot

identify the causal effect of interest.

One might consider incorporating the dependent

aspects of the problem into a regression model or

research design. It appears reasonable to control for

time-one background characteristics (composition) to

estimate the contextual effects that emerge in the period

before they are observable at time-two. Even if we

ignore regression to the mean (Campbell & Kenny,

1999), the fact is neighborhood compositions change

over time and such change is presumably related to state

of affairs (i.e., composition and any emergent context

effects, or prevalence) at time-one (see Talih & Fricker,

2002). This means that contexts indirectly affect

composition, or in other words incidence indirectly

affects prevalence (Halloran & Struchiner, 1991, 1995).

The upshot is grim news for studies aiming to estimate
(footnote continued)

effects are those in which an individual’s behavior varies as a

function of some structural aspect of their group, such as

percentage white. Both effects are social effects but only the

former exhibits (non-Markovian) feedback.
31Manski (1995, p. 1) offers a global intuition: ‘‘Suppose you

observe that almost simultaneous movements of a man and his

image in a mirror. Does the image cause the man’s movements

or reflect them?’’ Manski called this the ‘‘reflection’’ problem.
32Durlauf (Brock & Durlauf, 2002; Durlauf, 2001) extends

Manski’s work and notes a few sufficient conditions for

identification of nearly endogenous effects. Recent interdisci-

plinary work on the effects of conditioning treatment effects

with putative confounders affected by treatments illuminates

the problem and, given definitions, seems to lay plain the issue

(cf. Robins et al., 1992, 2000; Robins, 1989).
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arbitrary neighborhoods, B, C, and D.
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neighborhood context effects with (multilevel) regres-

sion models.33,34

Problem 3: Extrapolation

We now briefly discuss a second set of identification

problems. These are relevant to not just neighborhood

effects but context effects more generally, and severely

undermine the utility of context-related causal inference

in a practicable social epidemiology. The first issue

(third overall) is that multilevel neighborhood effect

models assume people are ‘‘exchangeable’’ between

neighborhoods, which defies real-world logic.35 Within

our causal framework this means that estimated treat-

ment effects (i.e., neighborhood-level parameter esti-

mates) must be practicable. Investigators routinely make

an exchangeability assumption and in most cases it

makes good sense. But shall we assume that we can

statistically equate (i.e., exchange) person i from

neighborhood g0 in Appalachia with person j from g1
in Beverly Hills by merely including some covariates in a

model? The answer is no, and the reason, which is

illustrated in Fig. 2, appears somewhat unique to

multilevel neighborhood effects models.36
33Another approach might be to employ the instrumental

variable technique often used in econometrics (Case & Katz,

1991; Blundell & Windmeijer, 1997; Heckman & Vytlacil, 1998;

Rice, Jones, & Goldstein, 1998; Spencer & Fielding, 2000). The

idea here is to adjust our model for the endogenous (i.e.,

dependent) explanatory variables by finding ‘‘instrumental

variables’’ that are (a) uncorrelated with the error term and

(b) correlated strongly with the explanatory variables (Greene,

1997; Newhouse & McClellan, 1998; Woolridge, 2000). But

even this approach cannot overcome the complete endogeneity

that neighborhoods appear to exhibit, and even if it could the

prospects for finding good ‘‘instruments’’ are slim.
34Yet another alternative is to apply techniques that

capitalize on spatial autocorrelation, such as those used in

spatial statistics (Doreian, 1981; Haining, 1990; Lawson, 2001).

But among problems is one that appears to undermine the

approach: spatial modeling implicitly assumes away any notion

of neighborhood as a discrete socio-political unit. The models

instead rely on some distance decay function, which implicitly

assumes a model of social interaction. Unless tested or at least

testable, the social interaction model cannot be justified which

renders spatially induced contextual parameters unidentified.

Manski (1993a, 1995) named this reference group problem as

the ‘reflection’ problem.
35By ‘‘exchangeable’’ we mean the possibility of equivalent

response types across groups. Without the possibility of

exchangeability, modeled treatment (i.e., causal) effects are

meaningless. See also Draper, Hodges, Mallows, and Pregibon

(1993) and Draper (1995) for profound insight into this issue.
36The MTO study avoids this issue by, to be simple, moving

subjects from bad neighborhoods to less bad ones—there were

no extreme differences between treatment and control groups.

Overlap of experimental neighborhoods would seem to forestall

extrapolation errors. But such an effect may explain why only
Fig. 2 shows that our model essentially estimates both

within-neighborhood SES slopes for each neighborhood

as well as a between-neighborhood SES slope across

neighborhoods. These slopes are based on observed data

but, because it is a model, extend infinitely in both

directions. It is the (linear) extrapolation of the within-

neighborhood slopes that causes the problem. Most

neighborhood effect studies implicitly propose to

(hypothetically) move people of constant SES from

one neighborhood to another—the definition of a

context effect. Yet without completely altering the social

structure of society, the effect of such moves (i.e.,

interventions) are based on pure extrapolations. That

the data do not support the inference means there is

identification error.37 With respect to Fig. 2, ‘‘treating’’

a person of low SES in neighborhood B with the benefits

of neighborhood D, a context effect, is meaningless in

the real world.

Problem 4: Disequilibria

The last problem again goes to the utility of

neighborhood effect models and concerns dynamic
(footnote continued)

about 40% of those given vouchers to move actually did so. See

Goering and Kraft (1999) and Katz et al. (2001) for more. In

any case, marginal effects from two similar neighborhoods

appear to have little public health value.
37Methodologists say that such a point is ‘‘off the support’’

of the data. Identification of on-support inferences is detectable

in the data. Off-support identification is qualitatively different,

requiring substantive reasoning for plausibility.
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social behavior. Our causal framework requires that a

treatment given to one person does not affect (the

treatment given to) another person. Rubin (1976) and

Little and Rubin (2000) named this the stable unit-

treatment assumption (SUTVA) and it remains of great

interest to epidemiologists (cf. Halloran & Struchiner,

1995; Kaufman & Cooper, 1999). Along with other

topics of interest to social epidemiologists, SUTVA is

violated by most notions of neighborhood effects. The

reason is that disequilibria obtain when relocating, say,

a poor person to a wealthier neighborhood. Indeed, by

definition, moving a large number of poor people to a

wealthy neighborhood reduces the wealth of the target

neighborhood (Schelling, 1971). With respect to Fig. 2,

although an intervention (i.e., relocation) of people from

B to C does not suffer the extrapolation problem

discussed above, when such a move is done en masse

SUTVA is violated. The impact is that a there will be

post-intervention disequilibria as neighborhood C is

compositionally transformed into B. Having the same

composition as the original neighborhood, B, any causal

estimate inferable from the move is lost.38 Such an

identification problem undermines the practicability of

the MTO study and all others relying on its (hypothe-

tical) treatment effect.
39The term ‘‘dependent happenings’’ has been attributed to

Sir Ronald Ross and seems to have been popularized by

Halloran and Struchiner (1991). The gist of the idea is that the

magnitude of events (e.g., disease incidence) depends on or is

fully endogenous to background conditions or prevalence.
40Note well that social epidemiologists need not break

ground in this regard. Statistical methodology is rapidly

advancing useful tools (cf. Greenland, 2001, 2002; Rosenbaum,

2002; Robins et al., 2000; Heckman & Vytlacil, 1998; Manski &

Nagin, 1998; Newhouse & McClellan, 1998; Copas & Li, 1997;

Heckman, 1997, 1979; Manski, 1995; Robins et al., 1992;

Robins & Greenland, 1986). And there is a vast but often

overlooked literature on social interaction, exemplified by early

dynamic theories of social contagion (e.g., Crane, 1991;
An alternative: community trials

The preceding has begged the nihilistic question: Are

multilevel neighborhood effect studies of any use to a

practicable social epidemiology? Our answer is ‘‘yes,

buty’’

Estimation of independent neighborhood effects from

observational data and multilevel models, as described

above, appears as if they will always be wrong, but some

might be useful for theory development, preliminary

testing, and provisional conclusions when experiments

are not possible. There is no question that neighborhood

effect studies have spurred unwitting epidemiologists to

seriously consider social contexts as a central variable in

public health research. But the meaning attributable to

any such estimates is clearly dubious. In the absence of

evidence to the contrary, it seems that all prior

neighborhood effect estimates, whether from a single

or multilevel model, reflect measurement error and

misspecification rather than causal effects. Given this

problem’s long history, we worry that continued
38Such unintentional effects were cause for concern in efforts

to desegregate schools in the USA. Investigators showed that

when black children were ‘‘bused’’ to suburban predominantly

‘‘white’’ schools, white families moved out, dramatically

altering neighborhood composition (Farley, Richards, &

Wurdock, 1980). Such phenomena may be viewed as ‘Not in

My Backyard’ (NIMBY) disequilibria.
indifference to causal inference may divert scarce

resources away from fruitful social epidemiological

investigations aiming to improve the public’s health.

Or worse, such indifference might yield whimsical

inferences that lead to policies that literally harm people.

Proposals for and findings from carefully conducted

observational multilevel neighborhood effect studies

need not be rejected, but they do merit careful scrutiny

by investigators, funding agencies, policymakers, and

the public.

What can social epidemiologists interested in the

effect of neighborhood contexts on health do? First,

‘‘less sophisticated’’ methods requiring greater immer-

sion into neighborhood contexts and dependencies,

perhaps through anthropological methods and social

theory, hold promise (see Tilly, 1984; King, Keohane, &

Verba, 1994; Trostle & Sommerfeld, 1996; Macintyre &

Ellaway, 1998; Ferman & Kaylor, 2001; Frohlich,

Potvin, Chabot, & Corin, 2002). Second, the work of

Kaufman and Cooper (1999, 2001), Kaufman and Poole

(2000) and Kaufman and Kaufman (2001) provides

another possibility that merits greater attention. In

short, these workers are developing methods based on

explicit conditional probabilities to infer the effects of

complex and inter-related distal causes, such as SES

status, on health outcomes. Since the preceding discus-

sion essentially showed that neighborhood effects are

dependent happenings,39 Kaufman’s approach may

prove invaluable.40 So emphasized, we have two worries:

(1) dependency-oriented theory and methodology is in

its infancy and will require enormous advances to bear

practicable fruit; (2) the approach may unintentionally

limit social epidemiology to observational data and

‘‘file-cabinet’’ analyses. We take note of Cochran (1955),
Grannovetter & Soong, 1983; Grannovetter, 1978; Schelling,

1971; Simon, 1952) and more recent cutting-edge theories of

social interaction that are linked, not surprisingly, to evolu-

tionary (economic) game theory (e.g., Bowles & Gintis, 2002;

Brock & Durlauf, 2002; Bendor & Swistak, 2001; Durlauf,

2001; Gintis, 2000; Ostrom, 2000; Bowles, 1998; Wilson &

Sober, 1994; Boyd & Richardson, 1985; Maynard Smith, 1982;

Cavalli-Sforza & Feldman, 1973).
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44 It should be no surprise that cutting-edge community trials

incorporate infectious-disease interventions and analytic stra-

tegies (see Longini et al., 2002; Hayes et al., 2000; Halloran

et al., 1999, 1997; Halloran & Struchiner 1995, 1991). Such
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who insisted that when considering methods for study-

ing human populations we always ask if an experiment is

possible. We herewith ask, and enthusiastically answer

‘‘yes.’’

Just as the randomized clinical trial is the canonical

design in pharmacological testing (Pocock, 1983; Freid-

man, Furberg, & DeMets, 1998), the randomized

community trial is canonical design for neighborhood

effect studies in particular, and social epidemiology

more generally.41 Detailed presentation is beyond our

scope, but the design is well understood and firmly

established in the health promotion, evaluation science,

and statistical literatures (cf. McGraw et al., 1989;

Feldman & McKinlay, 1994; Feldman, 1997; Hannan,

Murray, Jacobs, & McGovern, 1994; Feldman, McKin-

lay, & Niknian, 1996; Murray, 1998; Donner & Klar,

2000; Raudenbush & Liu, 2000).42 The gist is that

community-level ‘‘treatments,’’ such as mass-media

campaigns to improve health knowledge, the repair of

bad sidewalks, or community policing initiatives, are

randomly assigned to a randomly selected set of entire

existing communities (Charlton, D’Souza, Tooley, &

Silver, 1985; Meyer, Job-Spira, Bouyer, Bouvet, & Spira,

1991; Shipley, Hartwell, Austin, Clayton, & Stanley,

1995; Holder, Saltz, Treno, Grube, & Voas, 1997;

Feldman et al., 1998; LeFort, Gray-Donald, Rowat, &

Jeans, 1998; Persky et al., 1999; Biglan, Ary, Smolk-

owski, Duncan, & Black, 2000; Luepker et al., 2000).

Unlike (multilevel) observational studies, community

trials may be designed to control the so-called assign-

ment mechanisms between the composition of neighbor-

hoods and contexts and, by dint of randomization,

render them strongly ignorable.43 This means the

independence of neighborhood effects may be assumed,

which means our desired average causal contrasts, %D;
will be readily estimable—sometimes without adjust-

ment. In essence, community trial designs turn MTO

and such experimental studies on their head. Instead of

randomizing people to neighborhoods, we randomize

‘‘contexts’’ to neighborhoods. What is more, unlike

prototypical clinical trials that assume people, like

Robinson Crusoe, are unaffected by social relations,

the primary focus of community trials is on social

relationships and interactions. Finally, unlike clinical
41Community trials are a special case of group trials, which

are sometimes called cluster trials. Given this paper’s topic, we

use the former term but prefer ‘‘group randomized trial’’ for the

more general design.
42Sorensen et al. (1998) provides an excellent and accessible

contemporary overview.
43Randomization is optimal, but may under the right

circumstances not be necessary. There is an abundant literature

of effect estimators for quasi-experimental designs (Heckman &

Hotz, 1989; Moffitt, 1991; Heckman, 1992; Friedlander &

Robins, 1995). Exogenous treatments are necessary, and

constructive.
trials that (necessarily) study people in laboratory

settings, community trials study effects in the so often

complicated, messy, and dynamic real-world.

We emphasize that community focused treatments

(i.e., interventions) need not be limited to groupwise

implementations of individual-level (i.e., behavioral)

interventions—though many of these could prove vital

to reducing disparities and otherwise improving the

public’s health. Social interventions, such as efforts to

politically mobilize neighborhood members, alter

norms, change local policies, fix sidewalks, and clean

parks, are natural fits (cf. Perry et al., 1993; Forster et al.,

1998; Wagenaar et al., 2000).44 Fitting well in commu-

nity trial designs are community-based participatory

interventions gaining favor in many areas (Nichter,

1984; Lefebvre, Lasater, Carleton, & Peterson, 1987;

Travers, 1997; Israel, Schulz, Parker, & Becker, 1998;

Higgins, Maciak, & Metzler, 2001; O’Fallon & Dearry,

2001, 2002; cf. Cockburn & Trentham, 2002; Koch,

Selim, & Kralik, 2002; Krieger et al., 2002; Schulz,

Krieger, & Galea, 2002). The fact is that researchers

have barely scratched the surface of possible interven-

tions for enhancing population health, especially with

respect to social interventions presumably of interest to

social epidemiologists (Moffitt, 2001).45 The good news

is that since community trial interventions must be

developed a priori, it is likely that the design will

promote the development of theory for contextual (i.e.,

social or endogenous feedback) interventions and ways

to better measure them (Rossi, 1972; Marsden, 1990;

Raudenbush & Sampson, 1999b; Sampson & Rauden-

bush, 1999; Schweingruber & McPhail, 1999; Caughy,

O’Campo, & Patterson, 2001; Doreian, 2001; Glaeser &

Scheinkman, 2001; Krieger, 2001). Accordingly, the

design is constructive of causal inference in a practicable

social epidemiology.

But the unsurpassable advantage of community trial

designs is that they test practicable public health

interventions—be they good or bad. The design
efforts show that the insights of Kaufman and Cooper (1999)

are readily, if not more easily, addressed with experimental

data. Moreover, it is possible to nest a ‘‘traditional’’ multilevel

neighborhood effects analysis in a community trial to examine

heterogeneity of treatment effects, among other phenomena

(Seltzer, 1994).
45Moffitt (2001) defines two classes of interventions: those

that operate through private incentives and those that operate

through social interactions. Private incentives are described as

fundamental, for they are based on an individual’s calculus

ignoring the characteristics or actions of others. Social

interventions may exploit social feedback, group-leaders,

norms, multiple equilibria to affect change.
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48Although muddling the science, such effects may not be a

bad thing if they actually improve health in control groups. So

long as they are recognized, such ‘‘placebo effects’’ should not

hinder a practicable social epidemiology. But in any case, the

evidence for such effects is dubious in social settings (Cook &

Campbell, 1979). In fact, Franke and Kaul (1978) more closely
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discourages consideration of what could be done ‘‘if the

world were just a little different’’. Real world programs

and their implementations are literally tested, hopefully

with dispassionate and unforgiving rigor. The develop-

ment, implementation, evaluation, refinement and per-

haps dissemination of successful strategies can only

enhance and add credibility to a practicable social

epidemiology seeking to address health disparities and

otherwise improve the public’s health. If nothing else,

such efforts will conform to the mutability requirement

so critical to causal inference (Kaufman & Cooper,

1999).

Enthusiasm aside, it is important to recognize that

community trials suffer many limitations too. Among

them, first and foremost is that many questions cannot

be answered by experiments; there may be ethical,

practical, and sheer intellectual constraints on what can

be done.46 Second, the community trials completed to

date have produced disappointing results (Susser, 1995;

Fishbein, 1996; Winkleby, Feldman, & Murray, 1997;

Murray, 1998; Sorensen, Emmons, Hunt, & Johnson,

1998). It is not easy to develop effective interventions,

alter behavior, and credibly estimate treatment effects

(Lytle et al., 1994a, b; Lytle, 1998).47 Nor are there

sufficient data on variance components needed to design

new studies (Hannan et al., 1994; Feldman, 1997;

Murray & Short, 1997; Murray, Clark, & Wagenaar,

2000; Murray, Phillips, Bimbaum, & Lytle, 2001). Third,

community trials are very expensive, often requiring tens

of millions of dollars, and require skilled interdisciplin-

ary investigators willing to fully commit to the process,

often for several years. Too often studies are woefully

under-powered or otherwise poorly designed (Murray,

1998; Donner & Klar, 2000; Varnell, Murray, & Baker,

2001). Fourth, many diseases and their risk factors have

extensive latency periods, which when mixed with

secular trends and suboptimal designs inhibit inference

(Carleton, Lasater, Assaf, Lefebvre, & McKinlay, 1987;

Carleton, Lasater, Assaf, Feldman, & McKinlay, 1995;

Bauman, Suchindran, & Murray, 1999). Fifth, as in

other intervention designs, casual effect estimates from

trials may suffer Hawthorne effects (Mayo, 1933;
46 In light of the public’s acceptance for placebo-controlled

clinical experiments, where lives are crashingly at stake, it is

astonishing that the public does not embrace a experimental

method for social reform (Campbell, 1973; Freeman & Rossi,

1981; Rossi et al., 1999). Marketing the methodology may

prove to be the most difficult, but useful, aspect of the design.
47A notable example is found in the recent MPH thesis of

Shierman (2002), which showed the ‘‘dose’’ of intervention-

specific health promotion media messages did not exceed

substantively similar messages unrelated to the intervention in

all (paired) community settings of the recent REACT trial

(Feldman et al., 1998; Simons-Morton et al., 1998; Luepker

et al., 2000). In effect, the REACT dose did not exceed

background noise.
Roethlisberger & Dickson, 1938), which are typically

conceived as changes in behavior due simply to being the

focus of attention. Such social placebo effects (Cook &

Campbell, 1979) violate SUTVA and muddle the

construct validity of causal effects.48 Sixth, there are

unanswered ethical concerns, such as how to gain

community consent (Howard-Jones, 1982; Edwards,

Braunholtz, Lilford, & Stevens, 1999; Oakes, 2002).

Finally, knowledgeable commentators have expressed

valid concerns about the lack of intervention theory and

its effect on the development and analysis of community

trials (Baranowski, Lin, Wetter, Resnicow, & Hearn,

1997; Walker, 1997).49 In sum, social experiments of any

sort pose a whole set of issues not encountered in a

classic agricultural experiment upon which statistical

inference is too often based (Hausman & Wise, 1985;

Heckman & Hotz, 1989; Smith, 1990; Heckman, 1992;

Heckman & Smith, 1995; Manski, 1995; Rossi, 1997; see

especially, Rossi, Freeman, & Lipsey, 1999).
Conclusion

Ever since Durkheim empirically ‘‘demonstrated’’ that

emergent properties of groups influenced the behavior of

individuals independent of their background character-

istics, social scientists have aimed to estimate them. But

the quantification of such effects has proved both elusive

and vexing. Exploiting recent theoretical and statistical

advances, social epidemiologists recently have joined the

quest by examining neighborhood effects with sophisti-

cated multilevel models and observational data. Evident

motivation and enthusiasm are understandable (cf.

Kaplan, 1996; Lynch, Kaplan, & Salonen, 1997; Diez-

Roux, 1998; Yen & Syme, 1999; Berkman et al., 2000;
examined data from the original Hawthorne experiments and

found that the cause of the observed efficiency effects appears

more related to implied threats of employee termination than

with a humanistic sense of connection between managers and

laborers. Such work is yet another example of how careful

analysis is requisite in the analysis of emergent group effects.
49A causal theory of how neighborhoods might affect health

merits immediate and vigorous attention. Specific putative

causes, such as good sidewalks, high crime rates, political

activism, or diesel exhaust, must be identified and evaluated.

Richly descriptive studies and advances in methods to measure

neighborhood characteristics are essential. In the absence of

significant advances in both theory and measurement, the

prospects for estimating useful causally independent neighbor-

hood effects appear slim (Macintyre et al., 1993).
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Krieger, 2001; Kawachi, 2002), for since it is obvious

that health varies across neighborhood contexts, a

potentially manipulable force might be at work.

This paper highlighted the growing prominence of

multilevel neighborhood effects studies in social epide-

miology and the fact that few have paid careful attention

to casual inference. Oversight is understandable since

the technical literature on causal inference is not only

daunting and disparate, but fluid, as shown by our

abundant footnotes and citations. In hopes of illuminat-

ing some complex and subtle issues for social epidemiol-

ogists, we translated and tailored a great deal of

interdisciplinary work in epidemiology, statistics, and

the social sciences so as to motivate and develop a

multilevel causal model for identifying and estimating

neighborhood effects. Upon scrutiny, however, we

showed that (multilevel) regression models, no matter

how sophisticated, appear unable to identify useful

neighborhood effects from observational data.

The recent and enthusiastic adoption of the multilevel

model for neighborhood effects research appears to be a

case of statisticism, a term used to describe an almost

ritualistic appeal to significance testing and both

sampling and measurement error when they are not

the problem (Berk, 1991; Freedman, 1991, 1997; Clogg

& Arminger, 1993; Manski, 1993a b; Berk, Western, &

Weiss, 1995; Clogg & Haritou, 1997; ). Nevertheless,

recent attention to how neighborhood contexts affect

health has been unquestionably fruitful, if for no other

reason than having enriched the debate on the etiology

of health and illness. There can be no question that

social structures and relations impact health and that

disturbing disparities exist. And it is patently obvious

that health varies with neighborhood. The ‘‘problem’’ is

that such phenomena are, per force, dependent happen-

ings and as such render ineffective (multilevel) regression

models aiming to identify independent effects.

With respect to neighborhood effects research, social

epidemiologists should consider rich anthropological

methods, develop a dependency-oriented approach as

suggested by Kaufman, and carefully examine cutting-

edge socioeconomic theories. But we insist that an

experimental methodology is possible and superior for

causal inference in a practicable social epidemiology.

Such an approach not only ties multilevel neighborhood

effect studies to both the rich history of experimental

methods in human populations (cf. Cochran, 1955;

McKinlay, 1981), but links social epidemiology to the

rich history of active social experiments, exemplified by

the works of Campbell (1957, 1973), Campbell and

Stanley (1963), Cook and Campbell (1979), Rossi

(1980), Freeman and Rossi (1981), Hausman and Wise

(1985), Heckman (1992), Cook and Shadish (1994),

Friedlander and Robins (1995), Heckman and Smith,

(1995) and Rossi et al. (1999). This work continues to

advance methods for intervening on, informing and
literally improving social policy—goals consistent with

social epidemiology’s (Pearce, 1996; Kawachi, 2002). In

any case, continued indifference to causal inference (i.e.,

whimsical inference) in social epidemiology threatens

our success.

What is the independent causal effect of neighbor-

hood contexts on health and how might we use this

information to improve the public’s health? We do not

yet know, but now we know our methodology must

change if we wish to find out. There is no better way to

close than by noting that in one of his many delightful

papers, Cochran (1955) anticipated the overarching

problem: ‘‘If nature mixes things up thoroughly, as she

sometimes seems to do, statistical methods will not sort

them out very well.’’ Creative approaches are required.
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